AMERICAN TRADITIONAL
CLASSICS COLLECTION
ENGINEERED HARDWOOD

SELECT GRADE

Natural Red Oak

31/4” plank

ATC325NATRO-S

Natural White Oak

5” plank

ATC5AUBRO-C

Saddle White Oak

ATC5NATRO-S

ATC5NATH-M

Natural White Oak

CHARACTER GRADE

Linen White Oak

ATC5NATW-M

5” plank

5” plank

MILL RUN

Buckskin Hickory

5” plank

ATC5BUCH-M

MILL RUN

Natural Walnut

31/4” plank

ATC5LINWO-C

ATC5NATWO-S

5” plank

Natural Walnut

SELECT GRADE

MILL RUN

Natural Hickory

5” plank

ATC5SADWO-C

5” plank

MILL RUN

ATC325NATW-M

CHARACTER GRADE

SELECT GRADE

Natural Red Oak

31/4” plank

ATC325NATWO-S

CHARACTER GRADE

Auburn Red Oak

SELECT GRADE

5” plank

MILL RUN

Haystack Maple

5” plank

ATC5HAYM-M
*see last page for grade / run explanations

AMERICAN TRADITIONAL
CLASSICS COLLECTION
ENGINEERED HARDWOOD

Features
Length:

Up to 7’2” RL

Width:

5 OR 31/4” (select colors)

Thickness:

1/2” 3mm Sawn Cut Face

Finish:

TrueMark® Glaze Tek

Edge Detail:

Handcrafted Microbevel

Certified:

EPA - TSCA Title VI Compliant
3rd Party Certified - Responsibly Harvested

TrueCore:

3rd party certified

Warranty:

Limited Lifetime residential finish
Limited Lifetime residential structural
5 year commercial finish
10 year commercial structural

Maintenance:

Clean with True Clean® Floor Cleaner.
For full care and maintenance instructions visit
HallmarkFloors.com/Floor-Care-Maintenance

Benefits
Finish:

12 coats of Aluminum Oxide hand glazed satin finish
Guaranteed quality and durability - long lasting finish

Wear Layer:

Same visuals as 3/4” solid wood floors
Top layer provides lasting durability
Vertically sliced - Delivers greater strength

Structure:

Greater dimensional stability than 3/4” solid
Healthy indoor air quality

Trim Options
Stair Nose

Installation
Nail Down

Glue Down

Float

Over Radiant Heat
(Excluding Hickory)

T-molding
Threshold
Reducer

Installs over: concrete, wood, vinyl floors and radiant
heat systems. Above, on or below grade.
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GRADES & RUN VARIATIONS:
Select Grade – May also be referred to as Prime grade, AB grade or 1st grade. Select grade shares traits
with clear grade in as much as there will still be a strong uniformity of color and pattern, so you shouldn’t
see any glaring differences from plank to plank or in the finished floor overall. However the natural colors
and grain patterns of the wood will be more diverse, allowing more of the woods character to come
through. For example clear grade wood typically has more straight/vertical grain patterning while select
grade will show far more open grain patterning like swirls and burls. As only around 15% of the wood of
each tree conforms to this grade it is a more expensive option, but that doesn’t mean it is better. This is a
great choice for homeowners looking for a refined, clean and unfussy finish.
Character Grade – Can sometimes be referred to as Natural grade or 2nd grade. With this grade of wood
you will really start to see the natural character of the natural wood species that you’ve chosen. There will
be bigger variations in color tone from plank to plank, more noticeable marks, including small knots, streaks,
worm holes, checks and fine cracks. It is perfect for owners who want to achieve that natural, non-uniform
look of real wood.
Mill Run – Can also be known as Rustic grade or 3rd grade. If you like your wood floors rough and ready
with any and all variations in color, grain patterns and character defects then this grade is for you. Pieces
will vary wildly from one another creating a beautiful patchwork effect. It is worth mentioning that once
you start looking at Character and Mill run grades you will also really start to see the difference between
different species of wood.

